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Praised by Wired.com and featured by Chicago Tribune, Booklist, Epicurious, Booklist, and Eat
This, Not That!Multicookers such as the GoWISE USA and Instant Pot Duo are hugely popular;
however, most recipes are unreliable or are designed to work in only one model of multicooker--
and most often, they use only the pressure-cook setting. Enter Multicooker Perfection, a
collection of foolproof recipes tested and developed to work in any multicooker and conform to
your schedule. Make each recipe "fast" using the pressure-cook setting or let dinner cook while
you're out by preparing it "slow" on the slow-cook setting.These crowd-pleasing recipes are
perfectly suited for cooking at the touch of a button, from soups and stews like Easy Beef and
Barley Soup and Chipotle Pork and Hominy Stew; to weeknight-friendly meals like Braised
Chicken Breasts with Tomatoes and Capers, Ziti with Sausage Ragu, and Thai Braised
Eggplant; to company-worthy dishes like Tamarind Braised Beef Short Ribs and Osso Buco with
Sweet and Spicy Peperonata. Plus, you'll find a chapter of unexpected recipes like Boston
Brown Bread, Buffalo Chicken Wings, and even a perfectly creamy Cheesecake. Make cooking
easier and better with this must-have cookbook for any multicooker owner.
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more than 60 test cooks, editors, and cookware specialists. Our mission is to test recipes over
and over again until we understand how and why they work and until we arrive at the best
version.We start the process of testing a recipe with a complete lack of preconceptions, which
means that we accept no claim, no technique, and no recipe at face value. We simply assemble
as many variations as possible, test a half-dozen of the most promising, and taste the results
blind. We then construct our own recipe and continue to test it, varying ingredients, techniques,
and cooking times until we reach a consensus. As we like to say in the test kitchen, “We make
the mistakes so you don’t have to.” The result, we hope, is the best version of a particular recipe,
but we realize that only you can be the final judge of our success (or failure). We use the same
rigorous approach when we test equipment and taste ingredients.All of this would not be
possible without a belief that good cooking, much like good music, is based on a foundation of
objective technique. Some people like spicy foods and others don’t, but there is a right way to
sauté, there is a best way to cook a pot roast, and there are measurable scientific principles
involved in producing perfectly beaten, stable egg whites. Our ultimate goal is to investigate the
fundamental principles of cooking to give you the techniques, tools, and ingredients you need to
become a better cook. It is as simple as that.To see what goes on behind the scenes at
America’s Test Kitchen, check out our social media channels for kitchen snapshots, exclusive
content, video tips, and much more. You can watch us work (in our actual test kitchen) by tuning
in to America’s Test Kitchen or Cook’s Country from America’s Test Kitchen on public television



or on our websites. Listen in to test kitchen experts on public radio () to hear insights that
illuminate the truth about real home cooking. Want to hone your cooking skills or finally learn
how to bake—with an America’s Test Kitchen test cook? Enroll in one of our online cooking
classes. However you choose to visit us, we welcome you into our kitchen, where you can stand
by our side as we test our way to the best recipes in America. MULTICOOKER
101IntroductionWhy You Should Own a MulticookerGetting to Know Your MulticookerTesting
MulticookersPressure Cooking in Your MulticookerSlow Cooking in Your
MulticookerTroubleshooting in Your MulticookerINTRODUCTIONMulticookers like the Instant
Pot are getting more popular by the day. Legions of devoted fans sing the praises of these
electric pressure cooking/slow cooking/rice cooking/yogurt making devices. For busy families,
the appeal is undeniable: These appliances promise to make getting dinner on the table faster
and easier than ever. Hassle-free home-cooked meals? We were drawn in by the potential.Most
multicooker recipes out there make use of only the pressure cook setting of these versatile
machines. Why limit them, we thought, when they can do so much more? Plus, most speak to
only one brand of multicooker. So, like every project we take on here at America’s Test Kitchen,
we aimed to set the bar higher, and to offer more for the home cook. Our ambitious, multifaceted
goal: develop simple, flavorful, and absolutely bullet-proof multicooker recipes that would work in
any brand of multicooker. Most of all, we wanted every recipe to work on both the pressure cook
setting and the slow cook setting. One ingredient list, one dish, two ways to cook.It quickly
became apparent why these machines have such a following. The built-in sauté function meant
we never had to turn on the stove, so there were fewer dishes to wash. We could pressure cook
recipes that would normally take hours in far less time. And having to store only one appliance
(versus three or four) was certainly advantageous.But with all their benefits came their inevitable
challenges. Before we started developing recipes, we spent several weeks running temperature
tests on all the models. Our conclusion: All multicookers work slightly differently. These
inconsistencies were most apparent when using the slow cook function: The Instant Pot, a brand
that is owned (and loved) by millions of people (including a large percentage of our surveyed
readers), and that worked perfectly on the pressure setting, simply couldn’t keep up on the slow
cook setting. It was this finding, along with the pot’s popularity, that led us to our exhaustive
recipe testing protocol: Not only did we test every recipe in our winning multicooker, the Fagor
LUX LCD, we also tested every recipe on both the pressure and the slow cook settings in the
Instant Pot, and incorporated special instructions in the recipes where needed. It was a lot of
work, but it guaranteed that our recipes worked for everyone.The end results were well worth our
efforts, and we couldn’t be more pleased with the foolproof recipes we offer here. We’re putting
you in the driver’s seat: If you need to get dinner on the table ASAP, you can choose the pressure
cook instructions. If you prefer to prep in advance so your food cooks while you’re out, you can
opt for the slow cook setting.So what are the recipes you will find here? All kinds, from
comforting Chicken Noodle Soup that utilizes a whole chicken, to a Cider-Braised Pork Pot
Roast that’s impressive enough for company. Tasters couldn’t get enough of our supersimple



Macaroni and Cheese (the secret is melty Monterey Jack cheese) or the deep flavors of our
classic Meatballs and Marinara. When you want to go beyond dinner, check out “Ten
Unexpected Things to Make in Your Multicooker”, where you’ll find a killer cheesecake (we cover
the pan so condensation doesn’t mar the top of the cake) and perfect Buffalo wings (the
multicooker does a great job of moderating the temperature of the frying oil).In the pages that
follow, you’ll find a guide to successful multicooking. We recommend reading this section before
you dive into cooking, whether you’ve been using your multicooker for years or haven’t taken it
out of its box yet.COOKING FAST—OR SLOWEvery recipe in this book gives you options for
both pressure cooking and slow cooking, so you can choose which works for you. To further help
you plan, we’ve included the total time using either method. Those times include tasks like
prepping ingredients, sautéing aromatics, and bringing the pot up to pressure, so you’ll know just
when you can expect dinner to be ready.When using the pressure setting, note that the time we
give in the recipe (for example, “Select high pressure cook function and cook for 10 minutes”) is
the time you should set on your multicooker’s timer. The multicooker will automatically start the
cooking timer when the pot reaches pressure (which can take as few as 5 minutes or as long as
30 minutes, depending on what’s in the pot).A final note: Because the Instant Pot, when used on
the slow cook function, runs at a much lower temperature than other multicookers (click here,
and here), we often needed to make adjustments in our recipes. This might be as simple as
switching from low to high; sometimes we also increased the time range. In a few cases, we
found that food simply wouldn’t become fully tender on the Instant Pot slow setting, though we
still got excellent results when using the pressure cook function. Be sure to read through the
recipe completely before you begin; any necessary adjustments will be called out in the
recipe.WHY YOU SHOULD OWN A MULTICOOKERMulticookers are one of the most versatile
appliances you can own—the proof is right there in the name. But if you’re still not convinced,
here are a few more reasons we think that every kitchen should be equipped with one:1You end
up with fewer dishes to wash. One of the best features about a multicooker is that you can sauté,
brown, and simmer right in the pot—there’s no need to dirty another pan to brown ingredients
before cooking.2They’re foolproof. Many multicookers offer intuitive controls, and the lid locks on
easily. They maintain pressure and/or heat without any monitoring required. If you follow the
recipes in this book closely, you’ll get perfect results every time—no need to worry about your
oven not being properly calibrated, or your stovetop burner running too hot.3They’re safe.
Everyone has heard stories about exploding pressure cookers and meals that ended up on the
kitchen ceiling instead of on the dinner plates. Not so with multicookers. These appliances have
multiple safety features that allow any excess pressure to escape safely—and without creating a
mess.4They put more options on the table for weeknight meals. Multicookers are ideal for the
cook who is short on time but doesn’t want to be limited to quick recipes, frozen meals, and
takeout. A multicooker makes braises, stews, and numerous other traditionally long-cooked
meals a viable weeknight option, whether you’re pressure cooking the recipe quickly or letting it
cook slowly until you’re ready to eat.5Dishes have more flavor. Pressure cooking translates to



maximum flavor because the volatile flavor molecules can’t escape the enclosed environment as
they do from traditional stovetop cookware. Basically, the sealed pot means more flavor stays in
the food. This also means pressure cooking is great for making stock.6They help keep your
kitchen cool and odor-free. The heat and the flavor stay in the pot, so your kitchen remains cool
and food smells don’t permeate the air.GETTING TO KNOW YOUR
MULTICOOKERMulticookers contain more than meets the eye. Every piece, valve, and button
plays an important role in making the machine work properly, so it’s a good idea to familiarize
yourself with the basic parts before you start cooking. Not all multicookers look the same, but
most are made up of similar parts. The drawing at right illustrates our winning multicooker, the
Fagor LUX LCD; see your manual for specific information and language for your model.While our
winning multicooker doesn’t come with any extra inserts or pieces, some multicookers do
include steamer baskets, rice paddles, and more. We don’t use these pieces in our recipes; refer
to your manual for correct use.1pressure regulating knob/steam release valveWhen you’re
cooking under pressure, this valve must be closed or turned to “pressure.” When slow cooking,
this valve needs to be open to allow steam to escape (thereby not building up pressure in the
pot). When opening the valve after pressure cooking, be sure to shield your hand with a towel or
oven mitt, as the steam will be hot.2floating valveThis valve controls the amount of pressure in
the pot by allowing excess pressure to be released during cooking.3safety pressure valveThe
safety pressure valve works independent of the floating valve, but it also allows excess pressure
to escape during pressure cooking.4silicone gasketThis rubber ring fits snugly in a channel
around the perimeter of the underside of the lid. When the lid is in place correctly, the gasket
creates an airtight seal, which in turn allows pressure to build within the pot.5lidThe lid is
specially designed to create an airtight seal with the help of the silicone gasket (#4), when
properly locked in place on the pot.6locked lid indicator/self-locking pin/lid position markThis
indicator is activated during pressure cooking to let you know that the lid is locked. You will not
be able to open the lid when it is locked, since doing so could be dangerous.7heating
elementThe heating element regulates the temperature in the pot for all functions, including
pressure cooking, slow cooking, and sautéing or browning.8removable cooking potThe cooking
pots are made of aluminum or stainless steel, and may or may not have a nonstick coating. All
food should be cooked in this pot. Note: Pay attention to the fill lines. Do not overfill the pot, as
this can cause food to cook improperly, or, worse, result in valve blockages that could cause the
pot to malfunction.9base/stationary pot/cooker housingThis is simply the base of the
multicooker, where the removable pot sits and where the control panel and all of the electronics
are housed.10control panelThis is where you control all of the functions of your multicooker.
Each cooker varies in the buttons it offers and how to set each function, but all will have an
option (or two) for pressure cooking, slow cooking, and browning and/or sautéing. The control
panel will also show you when the pot comes up to pressure and allow you to set a cook
timer.•pressure cook setting Most multicookers will have the option for “high” and “low” pressure
cooking. We most often use high pressure. Click here for more information about pressure



cooking.•slow cook setting Many multicookers will have the option for “high” and “low” slow
cooking, though some have only one slow cook option. Click here for more information about
slow cooking.•brown/sear/sauté setting When browning meat, blooming aromatics, or reducing
a sauce after pressure or slow cooking, we use this function. Because the heating element of a
multicooker isn’t as efficient as a stove burner, we always use the hottest setting for the most
effective cooking. The hottest function is sometimes called brown, high sauté, sear, etc. Check
your manual to figure out what yours is.•other buttons and settings Note that some multicookers
offer specific settings for food such as meat, soup, and risotto. Usually, these are just variations
on the pressure or slow settings, sometimes with built-in timing. We don’t use these settings in
this book, since they vary by appliance and therefore are not as reliable as using the regular
pressure or slow settings and following our recipes for temperature and timing.TESTING
MULTICOOKERSIf you’ve been online lately, you probably already know that people are
downright fanatical about Instant Pot, a brand of multicooker that’s taking the Internet by storm.
There are countless blogs dedicated to these cookers. The most popular Instant Pot Facebook
group has more than 725,000 members and is growing by the thousands each week. Ebook
Library’s 2017 Prime Day was the biggest sales day in company history; the top-selling product
in both the United States and Canada, after Ebook Library devices? The Instant Pot.Part of the
genius is the name. Instant Pot sounds convenient and approachable, so even though it’s really
just an electric pressure cooker with additional features, unlike regular pressure cookers its
name doesn’t connote dangerous explosions (though pressure cookers are quite safe these
days). The company’s other brilliant move: eschewing traditional advertising in favor of handing
out complimentary units to bloggers and letting them and social media do the rest. Personal
stories and word of mouth are powerful, and they’ve created a community that people want in
on.The appeal of multicookers is undeniable: one appliance to buy, store, and understand
versus multiple. But Instant Pot is not the only brand of multicooker available. Was it really the
best option? We tested six multicooker models priced from $79.99 to $199.95, including the
best-selling Instant Pot model. After nearly 100 pounds of meat, 20 pounds of beans, and five
weeks of testing, would we agree with the hoards of fans?Pressure Cooking in a MulticookerWe
started by evaluating the pressure cooking function on each machine. Pressure cookers are
essentially just extremely tightly sealed pots. The boiling point of water is higher in a closed
environment because the pressure makes it harder for the water to turn to steam; this is why
pressure cookers can cook food faster. And because the pot stays closed and so loses hardly
any moisture, you can use less liquid and the flavors become more concentrated.All of the
machines except for one made great pressure-cooked food. Chuck-eye roast was meltingly
tender after just 25 minutes, bone-in chicken breasts were juicy and fully cooked in 17 minutes,
and presoaked dried beans were creamy but intact in 50 minutes. The one model that failed,
from Aobosi, had a droopy gasket that repeatedly prevented it from sealing correctly; an
identical model performed similarly, and even though it’s a top seller on Ebook Library, the
company was incommunicado when we reached out to customer service.To understand what



was going on inside the multicookers while they cooked under pressure, we filled each with a
precise amount of water and used a wireless temperature tracker to see how hot they got on
both their low and high pressure settings; the hotter the temperature, the higher the pressure.
None of them got as hot as a stovetop pressure cooker, which reaches around 250 degrees and
15 psi (pounds per square inch) on high, compared to 212 degrees, the boiling point of water in
a regular pot. This means multicookers will cook slightly slower than stovetop pressure cookers,
though still much faster than other cooking methods.After coming up to pressure, all of the
multicookers performed similarly on low pressure. But most of the time we use high pressure
because it’s more efficient. Here, the Instant Pot was an outlier: It took longer to come up to
pressure, and once it did it cooked slightly hotter, at 246.5 degrees, compared to 235 to 240
degrees for the others. Luckily, this makes a difference only for delicate foods like chicken
breasts, and if you tweak cooking times, you can get good pressure cooked food out of it. (In this
book, we’ve added instructions for how to adjust recipes, reducing times slightly for the Instant
Pot where necessary.)HIGH PRESSURE ISN’T ALWAYS EQUALMost of the time we use the
high pressure setting because it’s more efficient. Most models we tested performed fairly
similarly to our winner, the Fagor LUX LCD, which reaches its maximum temperature of 238
degrees in about 20 minutes. But the Instant Pot worked slightly differently: It took about 25
minutes to reach its maximum temperature of about 247 degrees, meaning it took longer to
come to pressure and then cooked hotter. We found this mattered only for delicate foods like
chicken breasts, and slightly tweaking cooking times ensured good results.■ Fagor LUX LCD■
Instant Pot DuoWhat About Rice in a Multicooker?Multicookers also promise to replace rice
cookers. Typically we cook rice on the stove, in the oven, or in a rice cooker. In all of these
methods, part of the water gets absorbed and the rest evaporates. But multicookers pressure
cook the rice, with very little evaporation, so all of the water gets concentrated and absorbed.
This made for a stickier final product; however, all of the models except the one with the sealing
issue made acceptable white or brown rice, though we had to tweak manufacturers’ recipes (if
they even had them) to get optimal results.Searing Lessons LearnedIt’s nice not to have to dirty
an additional pot if you want to sauté onions or cook down wine to kick off your dish, so we
examined how well multicookers handled such tasks. The Instant Pot has three specific sauté
settings (low, medium, and high), while most other models have a single “sauté” button. When
we sautéed onions on high in the Instant Pot, it did fairly well. But with the other models we
waited. And waited some more. Some units took upward of an hour to cook one measly onion.
After we had played around with the appliances for a while, we learned that many of them have a
second setting, typically labeled “brown,” that functions like a skillet. Intended to sear meat, this
setting is hotter and gave us better results, allowing us to sauté and sear in a more timely
manner.Slow Cooking In A MulticookerWe were feeling pretty good about these devices overall
—until we tried to slow cook. Here, we encountered two problems. The first had to do with
multicookers in general: They work very differently than traditional slow cookers because they
heat up really fast, while a slow cooker gently warms to its target temperature.This is a problem



with foods that are more delicate, such as chicken breasts, because those foods will overcook if
you try to use a general slow cooker recipe, one that isn’t specifically designed for a
multicooker’s more aggressive heating. But we found we could surmount this problem by
reducing cook times. For example, a chicken dish made using the multicooker’s slow cooking
function typically took about an hour less than when we made the same recipe in our winning
traditional slow cooker. When we used adapted recipes as opposed to ones specific to slow
cookers, all of the multicookers we tested were able to produce nicely juicy chicken.Our second
slow cooking problem, however, proved more challenging. Uneven cooking happened to an
extent in all of the multicookers during our slow cooking tests. The food on the bottom of the
inserts tended to cook faster than the food at the top. The location of the heating elements and
the shape of the inserts played a role here.In a multicooker, the heating element is set below the
insert (much as a pot sits on a stovetop burner), while in some slow cookers, like our favorite, the
heating element wraps around the perimeter of the pot like a belt. All of the multicookers had
taller pots (6 to 7 inches high) with narrower cooking surfaces (8 to 8.5 inches in diameter),
compared to our winning slow cooker, which is shallower (only 4.5 inches tall) with a broader
oval-shaped cooking surface (10.9 by 6.8 inches wide). In a taller, narrower multicooker, the food
is piled higher so the heat has to travel farther, 6 to 7 inches upward, to reach all the food. In a
slow cooker, with its broader pot, the food is shallower and the heat encircles it, so the heat has
to travel only 3 inches or so at most to penetrate the food.SOMETIMES, LOW SLOW IS TOO
LOWFor most models, including our winner, the Fagor LUX LCD, we use the low slow cook
function to cook food gently. But when we performed water temperature tests, we found that the
Instant Pot’s low slow setting was significantly lower than that of most models, running at only
187 degrees compared to our winner’s 204 degrees. For this reason, when using the Instant Pot
on the slow cook function, we always use the high setting, which cooks at about 206 degrees.■
Fagor LUX LCD■ Instant Pot DuoTo understand all of the machines’ heating patterns during
slow cooking, we heated precisely 5 pounds of water in each on the low setting for 5 hours. On
low, the Instant Pot was drastically cooler. It topped out at 186.7 degrees, compared to 198 to
207.9 degrees in most of the others—an 11.3- to 21.2-degree difference.To give the Instant Pot
the best possible chance for success, we adjusted and slow-cooked everything in it on high
during testing. But even then it still lagged behind the rest. It maxed out at 206.2 degrees in the
water test, compared to 207.9 to 214.1 degrees in most of the other models, a 1.7- to 7.9-
degree difference. And heat moves more easily through water than through denser mediums,
which explains why we saw the Instant Pot fail with thicker, large-volume recipes like Easy Beef
Stew and Chili con Carne. These took up to 16 hours in the Instant Pot, meaning you’d have to
start your machine at 4 a.m. to have dinner ready by 8 p.m. And even after 16 hours, some
dishes, such as Chinese Barbecued Spareribs, were still not fully cooked.To figure out why the
Instant Pot was slower than other models, we contacted Dr. Robert A. Heard, professor of
Materials Science and Engineering at Carnegie Mellon University. He helped us calculate the
potential amount of energy, in the form of heat, that ends up in each machine’s insert to cook the



food, based on the dimensions of each machine’s base and insert, and its wattage
(power).Unsurprisingly, the Instant Pot had the least amount of energy reaching the food: 0.19
watts per cubic centimeter, compared to 0.21 to 0.23 watts per cubic centimeter in the other
models. Even the Crock-Pot, which cooks at a lower temperature than the Instant Pot, had 0.23
watts per cubic centimeter reaching the food when we used it on the high slow setting (click here
for more information on when to use the low setting and high setting when slow cooking). While
seemingly minuscule, these differences mean the Instant Pot had 7.6 to 18.5 percent less
available energy to cook with, compared to the other models. No wonder it ran slower.The Best
Multicooker on the MarketAfter weeks of testing, we found that, overall, we liked these
machines. They aren’t as good as the individual products they promise to replace; a stovetop
pressure cooker will cook faster (though these electric models are more hands-off, so this point
is debatable), a skillet is still quicker and easier to work in, a slow cooker will cook your food
more gently and evenly, and a rice cooker or a stovetop rice-cooking method will give you more
discrete grains. But if you want just one machine to do all of the above, a multicooker is a good
option—if you buy the right one.The best model we tested is the Fagor LUX LCD Multicooker
($199.95), though we also like the slightly less-expensive Fagor LUX Multicooker ($169.95).
They produce the same results with food, but the LCD version has a few really useful features.
First, an alarm sounds when the lid isn’t fully sealed. All of the multicookers we tested have
silicone gaskets in their lids that facilitate the seal, but sometimes they can fall out of place,
which prevents the lid from sealing properly. Without an alarm, the multicooker will just forge
ahead and try to build pressure. Typically you notice something’s wrong when steam just keeps
shooting out the side of the lid and the machine fails to indicate that the target pressure’s been
reached within the typical time frame, about 20 minutes. You have to start the cooking time over,
but the food has already been heated for several minutes, so it can turn out overcooked. The
Fagor LUX LCD’s alarm solves that problem; if the lid isn’t sealed properly, the pot tells you at the
outset.Two other features we like: Its clean LCD interface is easy to operate and tells you very
clearly what it’s doing, whether it’s preheating, cooking under pressure, warming, finished
cooking, or doing something else. You also can lock the controls, so you can’t accidentally bump
them and cancel or change your settings. We think these enhancements are worth $30 more,
though the LUX is still a good option.Finally, for any Instant Pot fanatics reading this, please, put
down your pitchforks! While we do think other models are superior because they slow cook in a
more timely fashion, which makes them more truly multipurpose, if the Instant Pot works for you,
if it makes your life easier, if it motivates you to prepare food more often at home, then it’s worth
every penny you spent on it.TESTING MULTICOOKERSWe tested six multicookers priced from
$79.99 to $199.95. We made Easy Beef Stew, Braised Chicken Breasts with Tomatoes and
Capers, and Boston Baked Beans twice in each machine, first using the pressure cook function
and then the slow cook function. We also made white and brown rice. We tracked the
multicookers’ temperatures on the slow setting on both low and high over 5 hours. We also
brought the multicookers up to low and high pressure and tracked their temperatures to see how



much pressure they were capable of producing. Products appear below in order of
preference.GOOD  FAIR  POOR 
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Ebook Library Reader, “ATK is reliable if you follow the instructions!. To prepare for this review, I
was browsing the book after some time away from it and was surprised by the number of recipes
I’ve tried. Below are all the recipes I’ve followed (including the number of times I’ve made it) so
now I can feel qualified to give my thoughts.Tortilla soup x2-3Spicy Moroccan-style chicken and
lentil soupWild rice soup w coconut and limeChipotle pork and hominy stewIndian vegetable
curry x2-3Easy beef stew x2Braised chicken breast w tomatoes and capersSpanish-style
chicken and couscousBraised chicken thighs w white beans, pancetta and rosemaryTeriyaki
chicken thighs w carrots and snow peasGlazed meatloafMacaroni and cheese x3-4Braised
sausage w lentils and kaleShrimp and Parmesan farrottoSoft pork tacosGreek-style stewed
zucchiniParmesan risotto x2Overall, my experience with this cookbook was positive and it will be
staying within my collection. Although this cookbook was designed for 6-8 qt pressure cookers, I
was able to make most recipes work in my 5 qt Lux model without major adjustments. One trick
I’ve learned for soups is that I can leave out some of the liquids if it’s approaching the maximum
level and add the liquid back after it finishes cooking. That also helps to cool down the soup
quicker.On exception was the beef stew, which didn’t cook fully after 1 run. I don’t believe the
pressure cooker came to the proper pressure, although it did start counting down. This was an
issue with overfilling the pot, not the recipe itself, which I enjoyed very much. I was able to make
it work by running the timer again and found the beef was properly cooked. Unlike some reviews
here, I did not experience the burning issue both times I made it and believe this could be user
error. If theres a layer of gunk at the bottom of the pot, the roux was likely not dissolved properly. I
added the broth slowly into the roux while whisking vigorously to made sure it was fully
dissolved. Despite ATKs efforts to make their recipes foolproof, they can’t control how closely
their readers will follow the techniques.I didn’t find that ATK was biased against the Instant Pot at
all and was amused by some people taking offense to their review of the Instant Pot. Their data
showed that the Instant Pot simply cannot reach proper slow cooking temperatures and certain
recipes cannot be made using the Instant Pot slow cooker function (such as the beef stew) so it
kind of fails being a multicooker. I’ve found this to be true in my experience and you will find this
documented in other reviews of the Instant Pot, although this fact is often ignored due to the cult
following and the Instant Pot mostly being used as a pressure cooker rather than slow cooker.
Thanks to their findings, I decided to purchase a separate slow cooker and found that I enjoy the
slow cooking lifestyle better. It is worth noting, they do give specific instructions for Instant Pot
users if the slow cooking time differs from other models.One of my favorite recipes is the Indian
vegetable curry. It was very quick to pull together after a long day and satisfying to have a ton of
vegetables incorporated into my meals with little effort. Just sauté onions with a couple of
spices, dump some chopped vegetables, canned tomatoes and chickpeas, and you have a
healthy meal after setting the timer for just 2 minutes!A couple of recipes didn’t work for me
including the teriyaki chicken thighs. I wasn’t a fan of the sauce, which became too goopy as it



cooled. I would have preferred a thinner and less sweet sauce, so maybe teriyaki sauce is not for
me. I also thought the 3 lb of pork was too much in the chipotle pork and hominy stew. It might be
my preference to have the ratio of meat to other ingredients to be on the lower side.I haven’t
revisited too many chicken recipes since I don't like the chicken fat splattering all over my
counter. Unfortunately, the Frywall doesn’t exist for this type of pot yet so I prefer to fry chicken
on a sauté pan. Again, this is personal preference and not a problem with the flavor of the recipe
itself.Other recipes I would like to try are the chicken in a pot with lemon herb sauce, braised
beef short ribs, brown rice with shitakes and edamame, drunken beans, mussels in white, and
flan.I’m sorry I don’t have photos, but it’s really the last thing I want to do after a day of working
and cooking. ATKs recipes are generally reliable so my food did match the photos in the book--
no surprises there. There is one photo for each recipe if that matters to you. Lastly, I found that
there are just enough recipes and variety without being too overwhelming. Once I learned how
long it takes to cook certain ingredient, I was able to swap and substitute ingredients to positive
results.Thanks for reading. I hope this review helps with your purchase.”

Unique, “ATK didn't correct the adding of thickeners in this second release. The first thing I did
was to check out the claim from other reviewers that mention some of the recipes have
thickeners like flour added to the pot before pressure cooking. Not a good idea with pressure
cookers. Thickeners tend to burn to the bottom of the pot which will prevent the recipe from
turning out right because the required amount of thickener isn't available to the dish. Most of it is
burnt to the bottom of the pot.This problem was mentioned in the reviews of their first release of
these recipes. America's Test Kitchen addressed this and other problems with this second
release or so they claim. They didn't.The recipes are still good though but you have to keep the
"add the thickener after the dish is cooked". In other words - after the pressure is released turn
on the low temp saute/brown program then stir in the flour and stir till thickened.”

victor m., “Love this cookbook!. America's test Kitchen is an incredible show. Their recipes are
thoroughly tested. This cookbook is no exception. Every recipe I have made turned out as
expected. Love it!”

bobhster, “good buy. very well prepared by people who obviously know what they are doing - I
can recommend it”

CDNPiper, “Did buy again. Great book. Helped us make the most of our multicooker purchase.
We liked it so much we bought 3 more copies for friends.”

The book by America's Test Kitchen has a rating of 5 out of 4.4. 1,104 people have provided
feedback.
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